
Inflection: Security's Next Ten Years

A Disruptive Collision

Two Disruptive Innovations

Cloud Computing

Abstraction

Virtualization

Resource pools

Automation

APIs

DevOps and collapsing functions

The Internet as the platform

Mobility Access anywhere

Reinforcing trends

Impacts on security

Cloud

Some security problems drop

E.g. Patching

Infrastructure becomes the providers problem

Some increase

Management plane security

IAM

Mobility

Can't control the endpoints

Can't control the network

Greater reliance on sandboxes

Less concern with platform security

If you are on the right platform

E.g. Apple's new BYOD model

A twenty year global technology transformation 

project

Consumption

Delivery

Six Key Trends Altering the Practice of Security

Hyper segregation

OS/sandboxing

Infrastructure/cloud

Application architecture

Operationalization of Security

Automation of tasks

Humans only when needed

Incident Response
Resource shifting as operational concerns are 

offloaded

Software Defined Security

Security now integrated into the infrastructure, 

instead of being a series of boxes surrounding 

it

Active Defense

Responsive, automated defenses interact with 

attackers to reduce false positives and 

negatives

Closing the Action Loop
Combination of big data, visualization, security 

and orchestration

What it Means

The change is happening today, it just isn't 

evenly distributed.

There are real world examples for everything we 

have cited

Implications

Security Controls Evolution
High level ideas for understanding how controls 

change

What do you do! What do I have to do? How do 

you enable me to implement my security 

strategy?

Who is responsible

Where is the control

What are the technology limitations

For security practitioners

New skills emphasized

Incident response

Programming

Big data security analytics

Advisors and Subject Matter Experts

CISO

Architects

Secure application developers

Audit/assessment and penetration testers

It's the Wild West, assessment and vendor risk 

management are key

Not all cloud or mobile providers are alike. Each 

offers different controls, and to different 

degrees.

Providers are fragmented, with little consistency 

in the market.

You need to adjust your vendor risk 

management process.

Integrate and transfer operational tasks
Focus on where your expertise matters, leave 

the rote tasks to automation and operations

Outsourcing/multi tenancy isn't the risk Abstraction and automation are

You have a far greater ability to build security in 

and automate

For security vendors and providers

APIs are mandatory

Including security controls

Consume

Deliver

SDKs are a competitive differentiator

The Internet is the platform
You can't assume customers run everything on 

their network

Provide extensive logs and feeds

For cloud and infrastructure providers

Security is one of your top 1-3 responsibilities

Customers won't migrate without a security 

baseline

You are a far bigger target than any single 

customer, and will experience advanced 

attacks.

Simple economies of scale for an attacker

Recognize that they own their data

It becomes a competitive differentiator To a point

Multi tenancy breaks are a material risk for you 

and your customers

This includes your cloud supply chain

Support APIs for security functions

Provide logs and activity

Security requires transparency

Should be easily consumable in a standard 

format

Federated identity shouldn't be hard

Use popular standards that integrate with 

existing enterprise directories as easily as 

possible.

Support the full life cycle of identity 

management

Security needs to work where the enterprise 

does
Mobility

Encryption by default
Allowing customers to manage keys is a 

competitive differentiator 
But can be technically and operationally difficult

Must provide cloud consumer access to 

baseline security controls

Anything the consumer needs to enable their 

secure workflow

Access controls/authorizations

E.g network controls across IaaS

Should be customer manageable via API

This is the only way they can effectively 

integrate into their security management. You 

can't expect them to learn 100 web interfaces.

Conclusion

Nothing here is science fiction, look around and 

you see the early edge

This won't happen overnight

You have the opportunity to take advantage of 

these today, but not everywhere

How cloud computing, mobility, and six native 

security trends will transform the practice of 

security 


